
All displays are free 
and open to the public:

•  The Commonwealth 
of Australia, as 
represented by 
Defence

•  The Government of 
Western Australia, as 
represented by the 
Department of Jobs, 
Tourism, Science and 
Innovation

•  Telstra
•  INPEX
•  Rio Tinto
• Fortescue Metals Group
•  Gold Industry Group
•  Roy Hill
•  BHP
•  Woodside

•  WesTrac
•  Caterpillar
•  The University of 

Western Australia
•  Shell
•  Fugro
•  Sentient
•  North Metro TAFE
• South Metro TAFE
•  Department of 

Education
•  Australian Remote 

Operations for Space 
and Earth

•  ERGT
• CORE Innovation Hub
• Channel 7 and  
   The West Australian

Discover opportunities

SENTIENT
A dynamic Perth based business, Sentient 
Computing uses virtual and augmented reality to 
bring real time data to the industrial and resources 
sector. Helping workplaces to train their people, 
communicate and collaborate through gaming and 
process control technology.

TELSTRA
Visit Telstra at RTS to see how technology ‘In The 
Air, Down There and Everywhere’ is changing the 
way we work and learn. 

Hosted by the popular Cruzr humanoid robots, 
visitors will also see how intelligent drones 
operate in the skies and underwater, and the latest 
innovations in augmented reality, 5G and cloud 
computing.

WA schools will also dial in to report on brilliant 
STEM projects from around the state.

INPEX
Be transported onto the Ichthys LNG offshore 
facilities 220km off the coast of Western 
Australia, or take a close-up look at the huge 
infrastructure at Inpex’s impressive onshore gas 
plant in Darwin. Dress up in full safety gear and 
have your photo taken on one of the world’s 
largest semi-submersible platforms – the Ichthys 
LNG central processing facility.

BHP
Head to the BHP stand to see what tomorrow 
looks like. Discover the exciting opportunities to 
be found at the intersection of technology and 
imagination, check out the virtual mine and spin 
your way to some great prizes.

SHELL
Come and visit the Shell stand and learn about our 
Powering Progress strategy. You’ll also see dynamic 
displays from the spectacular Supersonic Science 
duo who will demonstrate the shift from fossil fuel 
energy sources to green energy alternatives and the 
positive benefits these changes can have. 

ROY HILL
Roy Hill is excited to share a number of activations 
at the 2021 Resources Technology Showcase. 
Guests will be able to view technology used to build 
popular video game titles like Minecraft applied in a 
real life mine. You can also check out the self-driving 
ute that’s part of an innovative autonomous truck 
program set to shake up the industry, plus see how 
3D scanning is being used to bring health benefits 
to the Pilbara.

FUGRO
From deep sea to space, missions delivered 
anywhere. Fugro have built a modular, mobile and 
scalable platform to deploy robotics and unmanned 
systems in remote and harsh environments, 
including the depths of the ocean, the surface of the 
moon and beyond.

ERGT
Can you picture yourself working in an exciting, fast-
paced industry? ERGT is an experiential safety and 
emergency response training provider working with 
oil and gas, mining, maritime, aviation and defence.

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
The STEM Enterprise Showcase will engage 
students in hands-on, interactive STEM activities 
and presentations hosted by Western Australian 
public schools. These schools will share 
their innovative STEM practices that provide 
opportunities for students to develop skills for the 
jobs of the future. The showcasing schools are part 
of the STEM Enterprise Schools initiative being 
delivered in partnership with the Department of 
Jobs, Tourism, Science and Innovation.

GOLD INDUSTRY GROUP
Explore a diverse range of jobs, engaging education 
resources and virtual experiences in Australia’s gold 
industry at Gold Industry Group’s interactive exhibit. 
Students can immerse themselves in its gold jobs 
quiz, rock kits, gold in your life game, virtual gold 
experiences and renewable energy activity.

DEFENCE
A fun and engaging stall with interactive activities 
and displays of high-tech equipment. Come and 
see what you can do with science, technology, 
engineering and mathematics in the defence sector.

A high-tech showcase of the 
resources industry today and tomorrow.
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